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MESON PROPAGATION IN NUCLEAR MATTERWITH NON-LINEAR MESON�MESON COUPLINGS�J.C. Caillon and J. LabarsouqueCentre d'Etudes Nuléaires de Bordeaux-GradignanyUniversité Bordeaux I, IN2P3,Le Haut Vigneau, BP 120, 33175 Gradignan Cedex, Frane(Reeived June 2, 2000)Using the generating funtional method, the � and ! meson propagatorsin nulear matter have been determined in relativisti non-linear models.The density dependene of the ! meson mass has been onsidered.PACS numbers: 21.65.+f, 12.40.�y1. IntrodutionSine the original Waleka model [1℄, relativisti mean �eld models havebeen quite suessful in desribing nulear matter and ground state proper-ties of �nite nulei [1,2℄. In these models, the nuleons are generally treatedas Dira partiles interating via salar and vetor meson �elds in the mean�eld approximation through Yukawa or Dira ouplings. In addition, themost reent models (the so alled non linear models) [3�6℄ inlude ouplingsbetween the mesoni �elds in the Lagrangian. For example, the parame-ter sets obtained by Sugahara and Toki [5℄, TM1 (for medium and heavynulei) and TM2 (for light nulei) lead to results whih ompare extremelywell with the existing data for both stable and unstable nulei. An anothermodel whih provides a good desription of the nulear properties is the Q2model determined by Furnstahl, Serot and Tang [6℄. The question that nowarises is how do the mesons propagate in nulear matter in these models. Inthis work, we have determined the in-medium propagators of the � and !mesons in the non-linear TM1, TM2 and Q2 models.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.y UMR CNRS 5797. (2173)



2174 J.C. Caillon, J. Labarsouque2. FormalismFor these models, the part of the Lagrangian density whih will on-tribute to the salar and vetor meson propagations in symmetri nulearmatter reads:L =  ��(i�� � g!1V �)� (MN � g�1�)� + 12 (�������m2��2)+ 12m2!V�V � � 14F��F�� � 13g�3�3 � 14g�4�4 + 14g!4 (V�V �)2 ; (1)where MN is the nuleon mass, m� and m! the salar and vetor mesonmasses and, as usual, F�� = ��V� � ��V�.Following the standard proedure (see for example Ref. [1℄), the ation isevaluated approximately, keeping only linear and quadrati variations aboutthe lassial �elds. Then, the generating funtionalg(W ) for the Lagrangiandensity of Eq.1 is built, and, by performing variational derivatives offW withrespet to the soure funtions, we an generate all the Green funtions of thetheory. We have negleted here the ontributions quadrati in g�3, g�4 andg!4 sine in realisti e�etive models in whih the naturalness assumptionis required, these ontributions should be muh smaller than the ones takeninto aount in this work. Finally, using the Dyson equations, the �, ! and�! meson propagators (inluding the �-! mixing term) have been obtainedwith polarization operators inluding partile-hole exitations as well as theontributions arising from non-linear terms. These polarizations operatorshave been evaluated with an interating nuleon propagator taking a formanalogous to the non-interating one but with an e�etive nuleon masshanged by the salar omponent of the nuleon self-energy. Note that wehave omitted the ontribution arising from anti-nuleons.3. ResultsWe have alulated the in-medium ! meson mass de�ned by the positionof the mesoni branh at zero momentum, as a funtion of density. Notethat in the limit �!q 2 ! 0 the partile-hole exitations ontribute nothing tothe meson e�etive masses. Thus, the only ontribution arises from the !meson self-oupling. The urves in �gure 1 represent the in-medium ! mesonmass alulated with TM1, TM2 and Q2 models. As we an see, in TM1and TM2 models, the e�et of the non-linear ! oupling is to inrease the! mass as the density inreases. On the other hand, when the Q2 model isonsidered, a derease of the ! mass is obtained. The inrease of the ! massin TM1 and TM2 models is in ontradition with what is obtained in manyother models. Indeed, many authors using either the Nambu�Jona�Lasiniomodel [7℄, or QCD sum rules [8, 9℄, or dilatational symmetry of the hiralLagrangian [10℄ obtain a derease of the ! meson mass when the densityinreases.
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Fig. 1. The ! meson mass as a funtion of the baryoni density obtained with TM1,TM2 and Q2 models. 4. ConlusionIn this work, using the generating funtional method, we have deter-mined the in-medium propagators of the � and ! mesons in the relativistimean �eld non-linear TM1, TM2 and Q2 models. This study was moti-vated by the fat that, although non-linear models are known to provide arather good desription of nulear properties, nothing was known on howthe mesons propagate in nulear matter with these models. We have on-sidered here the density dependene of the ! meson mass. The Q2 modelleads to a derease of the in-medium ! meson mass as the density growswhile TM1 and TM2 models lead to an inrease. Although these modelsprovide pratially the same desription of the ground state properties of�nite nulei (whereas the oupling onstants in non-linear oupling modelsare very di�erent from one model to another), the in-medium ! meson massstrongly depends on the model used. Thus, the meson propagation allowsto distinguish between these models. As an appliation of this formalism,the determination of the response funtions in inlusive eletron�nuleussattering (inluding relativisti RPA orrelations evaluated with non-linearmodels) is in progress.
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